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Benign muscular dystrophy: risk calculation in
families with consanguinity*
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SUMMARY This report concerns two families in which the index patients are sporadic cases of a
benign form of muscular dystrophy. In both families the sisters of the patients have married a
close relative. The respective risks for a child of these consanguineous marriages being affected
with either X linked Becker muscular dystrophy or autosomal recessive limb girdle muscular
dystrophy is calculated using pedigree information, results of serum creatine kinase determi-
nations, and also, in one family, results of DNA typing using RFLPs from the short arm of the
X chromosome.

The Becker type of X linked muscular dystrophy
(BMD) often has a moderate course which makes it
clinically indistinguishable from the early manifesta-
tion of autosomal recessive limb girdle muscular
dystrophy (LGMD).1 This similarity leads to prob-
lems in genetic counselling when the family history
is not typical of X linkage or when one is dealing
with a sporadic male patient.2 In both families
described here, the counsellees are sisters of a
sporadic case and have married a close relative
(second cousin), so it became crucial to estimate the
recurrence risks both for X linked and for autosomal
recessive inheritance. For the purpose of risk
estimation for female relatives of such cases, one has
to start from a prior probability that the mother of
an affected male is heterozygous for BMD. Alterna-
tively, one has to take into consideration the
probability that both parents may be heterozygous
for LGMD. These prior probabilities have been
derived from the mutation rate of BMD and the
relative frequencies of BMD and LGMD.3

Beginning with these prior probabilities and using
the Bayesian principle, one can calculate the risk for
the counsellee having a child affected with either
BMD or LGMD for each family situation including
cases of consanguinity.

Case reports

FAMILY 1 (FIG 1)
In this family, the sister (C) of an affected male
'This paper is dedicated to Professor P E Becker on the occasion of his 80th
birthday on 23 November 1988.
Received for publication 15 February 1988.
Revised version accepted for publication 11 October 1988.

FIG 1 Pedigree offamily 1. CK values are the median ofat
least three estimations (upper limitfor normal values
70 IU).

presented for genetic counselling. The family history
showed no evidence of any further affected male or
female relatives. The counsellee and her husband
were second cousins. On the basis of the available
data and the clinical course in the affected brother,
we could not be certain whether we were dealing
with BMD or LGMD. Neither the mother (A), the
counsellee (C), nor her two sisters (B and D)
showed any clinical signs of muscular disorder. The
mean values of repeated serum creatine kinase (CK)
determinations were within the normal range for all
four females.

FAMILY 2 (FIG 2)
In the second family the counsellee (C) had one
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FIG 2 Pedigree offamily 2. CK values are the median ofmultiple estimations (upper limitfor normal values 70 IU).
Included is the most plausible explanation for the segregation ofRFLPsfrom the short arm of theX chromosome with a

crossover between the mutation locus and thepERT87-15 marker in the meiosis that led to the index patient ifhe has BMD.

affected and one unaffected brother. The affected
brother had the clinical manifestations of a benign
muscular dystrophy. The pedigree was not helpful in
distinguishing between X chromosomal and auto-
somal recessive inheritance. In this family, too, the
counsellee and her husband were second cousins.
Testing for serum CK showed slightly increased
values in the counsellee (C) and her mother (B).
The grandmother (A) had normal CK values.

Results

For both counsellees we calculated the respective
risks of having a child affected with BMD or LGMD
or either of these two disorders.

FAMILY 1

Calculations of risk were prepared first under the
assumption that the affected brother suffers from
BMD. Using information from the pedigree alone,
the probability that counsellee (C) is heterozygous
for BMD is 43*5% and her risk of having a boy
affected with BMD is, therefore, 21-8%. As the CK

values in all the female relatives tested were normal,
her risk of having an affected son is reduced to
0*3%.

Thus, the probability of the counsellee (C) being
heterozygous for BMD is relatively low. This
probability would increase to only about 1 to 2% if
DNA haplotyping showed that the counsellee had
inherited the same X chromosome from her mother
as her affected brother. As this result would have
little impact on the counsellee's family planning, she
decided against DNA analysis.

Alternatively, calculations of risk were prepared
under the assumption that the affected brother
suffers from LGMD. In this case the probabilities of
the counsellee (C) and her husband being hetero-
zygous for LGMD are 2/3 and 1/16, respectively.
Their risk of having a child with LGMD is, therefore,
about 1%.
We next prepared calculations of risk for a child

of the counsellee having either BMD or LGMD,
under the assumption that the index patient has one

or the other disease (appendix). This calculation
takes into account the relative frequencies of the

bTO
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two diseases. However, one problem in this calcula-
tion arises from interpretation of CK values in
heterozygotes for LGMD. We could not find
reliable published data regarding the distribution of
CK values in LGMD heterozygotes and we can only
speculate on a possible effect of the heterozygous
state in LGMD on the serum CK level. Therefore,
we considered two models in the calculations of risk
based on different assumptions of the effect of
heterozygosity on serum CK values. (1) The first
model assumes that the CK values of heterozygotes
for LGMD are in the normal range.4 5 (2) The
second model assumes that 50% of LGMD hetero-
zygotes have raised CK values.
The application of the first model results in an

approximately three times higher probability for
LGMD than BMD in the index patient. The risk for
the counsellee having a child affected with either
BMD or LGMD is 0-8%.
Using the second model, the presence of normal

CK values for all females tested lowers the prob-
ability of their being heterozygous for LGMD.
Therefore, the relative probability of the brother
being affected with BMD is correspondingly in-
creased two-fold. However, the normal CK values
in all females also argue in favour of a new mutation
for BMD in the affected brother. Therefore, the risk
for the counsellee having a child affected with either
BMD or LGMD is only 0-3%. The results of these
calculations are shown in the table.

FAMILY 2

If the index patient had BMD, the probability of the
counsellee (C) being heterozygous for BMD would

be 21*9% and the corresponding risk of having an
affected male child 11-0%, when based on the
pedigree information alone. When serum CK values
are also considered (the normal CK of the grand-
mother (A), the increased CK values of the mother
(B), and the slightly raised CK values of the
counsellee (C)), the risk of the counsellee having an
affected son is increased to 29-8%.
Because of this high risk, we performed DNA

analysis in this family using the DMD-cDNA for
deletion screening6 and X specific DNA markers
that have been shown to be linked to the BMD
locus.7 A molecular deletion within the Duchenne/
Becker gene was not detectable (data not shown).
The results of the DNA haplotyping are shown in
fig 2. The mother (B) is heterozygous for intragenic
RFLPs as indicated by the DNA probes pERT87-15
and pERT87-1.8 Both the healthy and the affected
brother have inherited the same X chromosomal
haplotype from their mother and the counsellee the
other one. However, the probability of the counsel-
lee being heterozygous for BMD remains nearly
unchanged when the information from the DNA
analysis is added to the data provided by the
pedigree and CK determinations (59.6% v 53.5%).
The DNA data can be explained either by a new

mutation in the index patient or by a crossover
between the pERT87 markers and the mutation
locus. In the latter case, it is not possible to pinpoint
this crossover to any one of the X chromosomes.
The raised CK values of females (B) and (C) are in
favour of a crossover event in the maternal meiosis
that led to the index patient.

If we start from the diagnosis of LGMD the

TABLE Posterior probabilities for BMD and LGMD, respectively, calculated using different levels ofconditional
information. Pedigree: only pedigree information is used; CK: oddsfor being carrier based on serum CK levels4; DNA:
information from DNA haplotypes is included. The two models for the distribution ofCK levels in heterozygotes for
LGMD are explained in the text.

BMD LGMD BMD or
LGMD

Index Counsellee Affected Index Counsellee Affected Affected
patient carrier son patient carrier child child

Family I
Pedigree 0-697 0-303 0-152 0-303 0-202 0-003 0-079
+ CK model 1 0-255 0-001 0-001 0-745 0-497 0 008 0o008
+ CK model 2 0-698 0-004 0-002 0-302 0-151 0-002 0-003

Family 2
Pedigree 0-284 0-062 0-031 0-716 0-478 0-005 0-021
+ CK model 1 0-677 0.404 0-202 0-323 0-215 0-001 0-102
+ CK model 2 0-173 0-103 0-052 0-827 0-413 0 004 0o029
+ CK + DNA
model 1 0-263 0-141 0-071 0-737 0-491 0-006 0-041

+ CK + DNA
model 2 0-035 0-018 0-009 0-965 0 483 00050o009

+ DNA (only) 0-124 0-022 0.011 0-876 0-584 0-008 0-013
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probability of the counsellee (C) and her husband
being heterozygous for LGMD is 2/3 and 1/16,
respectively; therefore, the risk of having a child
with LGMD is about 1%.
Next we calculated the risk of a child of the

counsellee being affected with either BMD or
LGMD under the assumption that the affected
brother must have either one or the other disease.
As in family 1, this calculation takes into account

the relative frequencies of the two diseases as well as
the two models of distribution of CK values in
heterozygotes of LGMD (appendix).

Application of the first model results in a prob-
ability about three times higher for LGMD than
BMD in the index patient. The risk for the
counsellee having a child affected with either BMD
or LGMD is 4-1% . In the second model, the normal
and the increased CK values of the females lower
the probability of the affected brother having BMD
(3-5%). The combined risk for the counsellee
having a child affected with either BMD or LGMD
is only 0-9%. The results of all calculations are
shown in the table.

Discussion

In families affected with a benign muscular dys-
trophy, requests for genetic counselling usually
come from the sisters of the index patients rather
than from their mothers. In this situation, besides
the risk for X linked BMD, one also has to consider
the risk for autosomal recessive LGMD, particularly
if the counsellee is related to her partner. In such
families, risk calculation must take into account not
only the risk for BMD but for LGMD as well. This
calculation can be done using the Bayesian prin-
ciple. The prior probabilities are the heterozygote
frequencies of BMD and LGMD.2
As conditional probabilities, pedigree informa-

tion, CK values of females, or results from DNA
analyses can be used (appendix). At present,
detailed molecular analysis using either the DMD/
BMD-cDNA or linked DNA markers is- available
only for the X linked form. The observation of a
deletion within the DMD/BMD gene can be re-
garded as decisive for the differential diagnosis in
question. Therefore, deletion screening in sporadic
patients with benign muscular dystrophy represents
the most powerful diagnostic tool at present. If no
deletion is observed, the decision as to when to do
DNA haplotyping for linked markers in a given
family depends on the posterior probability of the
counsellee being heterozygous for BMD, taking into
account that the affected brother has either BMD or
LGMD.

In the absence of an X chromosomal deletion, in
families with a sporadic case of benign muscular
dystrophy, CK values of female relatives are critical
for the risk calculation, but nothing is known about
the distribution of CK values in LGMD heterozy-
gotes. Therefore, we made two assumptions about a
possible effect of heterozygosity for LGMD on the
serum CK levels. The results in our two families
show that if some of the heterozygotes for LGMD
have increased CK values, any distribution of these
CK values would have a considerable influence on
the likelihood of the index patient having BMD or
LGMD. However, with respect to the risk of the
counsellee having an affected child, there is only a
slight effect which may be negligible in practice.

In families in which the female relatives have
normal CK values, the combined risk is determined
largely by the risk for LGMD, which is low.

In families with increased CK levels, in some
females the combined risk is predominated by the
risk for BMD and independent of the distribution of
CK values in heterozygotes for LGMD. In our
family 2, no deletion within the DMD/BMD gene
has been found. Moreover, if the index patient
indeed had BMD, a new mutation or a recombina-
tion of the maternal X chromosomes must be
postulated (fig 2). These three factors lower the
relative probability for BMD.
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APPENDIX Complete sequence of risk calculations in
both families
The Bayesian principle is used for the calculation of
the different posterior probabilities. The prior prob-
abilities are the heterozygote frequencies for BMD
and LGMD. Both can be expressed in terms of the
mutation rate in BMD, 18 [i and 32 R, respectively.4
As conditional probabilities, pedigree information,
the odds of CK values of females, or the DNA
haplotypes can be used.

Risk calculation in family 1

Pedigree information (fig 1): the counsellee (female
C) has one affected brother (BMD or LGMD);
there is no other family history of muscular dys-
trophy. The CK levels in the females of this family
are (median of multiple estimations):

Female CK Odds (BMD) Odds (LGMD)*
(age) (IUll)

Model 1 Model 2

A (52 y) 29 ha=1/7-9 ka=1 1/2
B (27 y) 28 hb=1/26-7 kb=1 1/2
C (24 y) 30 hc=1/25 3 kc=1 1/2
D (21 y) 25 hd=1/44-0 kd=1 1/2

*Model 1: normal CK values in heterozygotes; model 2: increased CK values
in 50% of heterozygotes.

We wanted to know the risk of the woman (C)
being a carrier for BMD (PC-BMD) or heterozygous
for LGMD (PC-LGMD), where C=carrier of BMD;
NC=not carrier of BMD; Het=heterozygote for
LGMD; Het-Het=the female and her husband are
heterozygotes for LGMD; I=mutation rate in
BMD; as=affected son; hs=healthy son.

Risk calculation in family 2

Pedigree information (fig 2): the counsellee (C) has
one affected brother (BMD or LGMD); there is no
other family history of muscular dystrophy. The CK
levels in the females of this family are:

Female CK Odds (BMD) Odds (LGMD)'
(age) (lUlI)

Model I Model 2

A (79 y) 21 ha=1/4-5 ka=1 1/2
B (46 y) 91 hb=1/0-1 kb=1 1/0-05
C (20 y) 68 hc=1/0-5 kc=1 1/2

*Model 1: normal CK values in heterozygotes; model 2: increased CK values
in 50% of the heterozygotes.

The DNA haplotypes are shown in fig 2.

We wanted to know the risk of the woman (C)
being a carrier for BMD (PC-BMD) or heterozygous

Probability BMD LGMD

C
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(4) Posterior probability (P):

9/16 ha hc (hb hd + hb + 2 hd + 2)
9/16 R ha (hc hb hd + hb hd + hb hc + hb + 2 hd hc + 2 hd + 2 hc + 2) + 8t +

+ ka (kb kc kd + 1/2 kb kd + 1/2 kb kc + 1/4 kb + 1/2 kc kd + 1/4 kd + 1/4 kc + 1/8)

ka (kb kc kd + 1/2 kb kc + 1/2 kc kd + 1/4 kc)
9/16 ha (hc hb hd + hb hd + hb hc + hb + 2 hd hc + 2 hd + 2 hc + 2) + +

+ ka (kb kc kd + 1/2 kb kd + 1/2 kb kc + 1/4 kb + 1/2 kc kd + 1/4 kd + 1/4 kc + 1/8)
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for LGMD (PC-LGMD), where C=carrier of BMD;
NC=not carrier of BMD; Het=heterozygote for
LGMD; Het-Het=the female and her husband are
heterozygotes for LGMD; NHet=not heterozygous
for LGMD; ,u=mutation rate in BMD; as= affected
son; hs=healthy son; 0=recombination fraction

between BMD locus and DNA marker (pERT87-1)
(=0-05); N=normal allele; D=defective allele of
BMD; 1 and 2 are alleles of the DNA marker
(pERT87); 6 - 1/2 if deletion screening (DMD/
BMD gene) is negative and 6= 1 if deletion screening
is not done.

Probability BMD LGMD
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(4) Posterior probability (P):
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